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1. INTRODUCTION 
Denote by R, the set of algebraic polynomials of degree not exceeding n. 
Set 
The inequality 
Ilf’ Ilc G n* llfllc c.fe %A (1) 
is a well-known classical result in approximation theory (see Rivlin [I]); it 
was proved by A. A. Markov in 1889. Sometimes (1) is written in the form 
Ilf’llc < II Cllc Ilfllc, (2) 
where T,(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, i.e., 
T,(x) = cos(n arccos x). 
Let us also note the evident fact that 
w-; i-19 II)< wn; 1-L llxfllc (.f E ?I), (3) 
where Vdf; [-1, 11) denotes the total variation off in [-1, 11. Using the 
notation 
Ilfll, := If, If(x)lpdx I’” for 1 <p < a9 
one can rewrite (3) as 
640/S/2-7 
Ilf’ll, < IICII, Ilfllc. 
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Here, as in (2), the equality is attained if and only iff= &T,,. So, the famous 
Chebyshev polynomials T,, have a maximal L, and C norm for its first 
derivative in the set{fE 7~,, : ]]f]]e < I}. Whether T, preserves its extremal 
role in the corresponding L,-problem I 
Ilf’ Ilp -+ sup; SE nn9 llfllc G 19 
for 1 <p < co, is the central question discussed in the present paper. We 
give here an affirmative answer to this question showing that 
llf’llp < II TAII, llfllc c.f-E ?Jv 
for each p E (1, 00). 
2. AUXILIARYLEMMAS 
We prove in this section three propositions which will be needed for the 
proof of the main result. 
LEMMA 1. Let s(t) be an arbitrary trigonometric polynomial of order n 
with a uniform norm equal to 1. Suppose that a is a real number from the 
interval (-1, 1). Denote by 6 the point from (0, x/n) fir which cos n< = a. 
Let q be an arbitrary point from (--co, co) for which s(q) = a. Then 
n sin n<> (r’(q)l. (4) 
The equality is attained if and only if r(t) = cos nt (up to translation and 
multiplication by - 1). 
ProoJ This seems to be a known fact. An anologous statement was used, 
for instance, by Taikov [2]. For the sake of completeness we sketch here the 
proof. 
The inequality is obvious in the case r’(v) = 0. Suppose that r'(9) # 0. Let 
us assume that (4) does not hold for some t and q. Then the function 
g(t) = e1 r(t - c + ‘I) - cos nt, E 1 = -sign t’(v), 
would have three zeros in [0, rr/n] and (because of the oscillating property of 
cos nt) another 2n - 1 zeros in [-n, 0] U [n/n, R). But g(t) is a trigonometric 
polynomial of order n, thus it has at most 2n zeros in [-n, rr). The 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
We present in the sequel an analogy of Lemma 1 in the algebraic case. 
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Let { 0,): be the extremal points of 7’,,(x) in [-1, 11. It is known (see 
Rivlin [I]) that 0, = - 1, 19~ = 1 and 
T,(B,) = (-1)“-k, k = O,..., n. 
Denote by 0, the set of those polynomials f from the class 
{ g E 7c,,, ]] g]lc = 1 } which possess (m + 1) points of alternation in [--I, 1 ] 
(m = l,..., n), i.e., for which there exist m + 1 points {xi}:, - 1 = x,, < ..a < 
x, = 1, such that 
f(q) = (-1)“~f k = O,..., m, 
andf(x) is a monotone function in [xk, xk+ ,I, k = O,..., m - 1. Suppose that 
f~ G,. Evidently there is an i E {O,..., m - 1) such that xi < 0 <Xi+ r. 
Consider the partition of [-1, l] into subintervals [x0,x,],..., [xi,O], 
10, x (+ ,] ,..., [xm- i, x,,,] which we denote, for simplicity, by I, ,..., I,, respec- 
tively. Introduce the points t, and t, defined by the conditions 
Denote the intervals 
[e,, e,],..., pi, t,l, [by 4+n-m+li,...9 vkl, hi 
by I* ,, ,..., I,*, respectively. We shall refer frequently to the correspondence 
between Zk and It, k = 0 ,..., m. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that f E a,,, a E (-1, 1) and k E (0 ,..., m}. Let the 
points < and q be defined by the conditions 
Then 
I ml a If’(r)1 (5) 
and the equality is attained if and only iff = T,,. 
Proof: Suppose that f has m + 1 points of alternation. If m = n then 
f = T,, and (5) holds. We assume in what follows that f # T,, . Clearly r~ # f 1 
since 1 f (f 1)j = 1 > ]a]. Suppose that 0 < YZ < 1. Let the intervals Z = [zl, z2] 
and Z* = [z:, zf ] be corresponding and Z c [0, 11. We shall show that 
ZI <z:, z,<zz*. (6) 
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Moreover, the equality holds in the case z2 = zf = 1 only. We apply an 
induction. If Z = I, then z2 = z; = 1 and clearly z, < z;” since the 
assumption z: < zi implies that S(x) - T,(x) has more than n zeros in 
I-1, 11. Suppose that Z=Z,, k < m. Let us assume that the relations (6) 
hold for Z = Z,, , . Then z2 < zc since z2 is a first end point of I,, , . Suppose 
that z;” < zi. Then the polynomial f(x) - T,(x) would have two zeros at 
least in [z:, z;] and n - 1 other zeros in 1-1, zt] U [zc, 11, i.e., more than 
n. Therefore z i < z: . The assertion (6) is proven. 
Now we shall show that q < r. Suppose that c E Z* = [zf , zc] and 
qEZ= [Zl, z2]. Let us assume that << n. Since zi < z: and z2 <z:, the 
polynomial f(x) - T,(x) will have at least two zeros in (zf, zc) and n - 1 
zeros in [- 1, z f ] U [zf , 11, a contradiction. Therefore 
O,<v<<<l. (7) 
Consider the trigonometric polynomials 
T,(cos t) = cos nt, 
r(t) =f(cos t). 
It follows from the evident identities 
T,(x) = cos(n arccos x), 
f(x) = t(arccos x) 
that 
T;(r) = n sin(n arccos c) . (1 - <‘)-I’*, 
r’(v) = - r’(arccos q) . (1 - v*)-I’*. 
But (7) implies 
(1 - 5y/* < (1 -p-1/** 
On the other hand, according to Lemma 1, 
] n sin(n arccos Q] > ] r’(arccos q)l 
since 
cos(n arccos <) = T,(t) = CI, 
r(arccos q) =S(q) = a. 
The assertion of the lemma follows from Eqs. (8)-(11) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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The proof is completely similar in the case -1 ( q < 0. The lemma is 
proved. 
Remark 1. The requirement thatf(x) is monotone between the points of 
alternation is not essential. Lemma 2 can be proved in the same fashion 
without this requirement, assuming that q is an arbitrary point from I, for 
which f(r) = cz. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that F(x) is a convex, increasing function on [0, 00) 
and F(0) = 0. Then 
j1 F(lf’(xN dx G j1 F(I TXxl) dx (12) -1 -1 
for each f E 0,. The equality is attained if and only iff = T,, . 
Proof We follow the idea used by Taikov [2] in the solution of an 
analogous problem for trigonometric polynomials. 
There is an M > 0 such that ]] f’ ]Ic < M ]] f ]Ic for each f E z,,. With every 
a E [0, M] we associate the function 
v,(x) := I 
0, O<x<a, 
x, a<xQM. 
Divide the interval [0, M] into N equal parts by the points aK = (k/N) . M, 
k = O,..., N. Next we construct the function 
N-l 
@NtX) = x Pkhktx) 
k=l 
to satisfy the interpolation conditions 
@N@k) = F@k), k = l,..., N - 1. 
Since F is convex and F(0) = 0, we conclude that Pk > 0, k = l,..., N - 1. 
Evidently the functions Q,,,(x) tend uniformly to F(x) in [0, M] as N tends to 
infinity. Thus, the inequality (12) will be proved if we show that 
if, @,(lf’(x)l)d&I’1 @N(IT:,(x)i)dx 
for each f E .R, and every natural number N. But 
j:, @,v(if’(X)bdx= ;g; Pk j;l%k(if’(X)I)dx 
(13) 
(14) 
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and the coefficients Pk are positive. Therefore, in order to prove (13), it 
suffices to show that 
(I 1 P,(lf’(X)l) dx < j: 1 coa(l Tl(x)l) dx (15) 
for each a E (0,M) and fE a,. Further, it follows from the definition of 
rp,(x) that 
j:, cp,(lf’(xI) fix = jECati l.f’(x)l dx, 
where E(a;f) := {x E [-1, l] : If’(x)] > a}. Clearly E(a;f) consists of non- 
overlapping intervals. Suppose that [a, b] is one of these intervals. Since 
a > O,f(x) is a monotone function in [a, b] and consequently 
j; If’(xI~ = 
Suppose that [a, b] E I,. Let a* and b * be the points from the corresponding 
interval 1: for which T,(u*) =f(u) and T,(b*) =f(b). According to 
Lemma 2, 
for each x E [a*, b”]. Therefore [a*, b*] cE(a; r,) and 
b* I 1 T;(x)1 dx = 1 T,(b*) - 7’,(u *)I a* 
Then 
= If@> -f(aI = j; If’(xI dx. 
s E(n;T,) I qkc)l a!x > j,,,, I f’(x)l dx 
and (15) follows. The inequality (12) is proven. 
It remains to show that T,, is the unique extremal element in 0,. To this 
end, observe that 
v(f; l-1, 11) = j-;, %(lf’(xN dc 
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Since V(T, ; [-1, 11) = 2n, there exists an E > 0 such that 
I 
1 
cp,(l T$4l) dx 2 2n - 1 
-1 
for every a E [0, E] . Now, assume thatff T,, . Then V(f; [-1, 11) < 2(n - 1) 
(remember that f E fi,) and consequently 
I l cP,(lf’(xNdx < Vf; l-1, 11) -1 
I 
1 (16) 
<--1+ cp,(l TXxN dx _, 
for a E [0, s]. Since 0 < +I+) < C arGr@k for sufficiently large ZV, it follows 
from (14) and (16) that 
(’ @,(If’(x)l) dx < --1F(e) + j-’ @,v(I T&x)1) dx -I -1 
which yields (12) with strict inequality, as a limit case. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We prove in this section the central theorem of the present paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let n be an arbitrary natural number and let p E (1, co). 
Then 
Ilf’Ilp < II Cll, llfllc (17) 
for every polynomial f E 71,. Moreover, the equality is attained if and only if 
f= f T,,. 
Proof: Let the number p be fixed in (1, co). Suppose that f E n,, 
llfllc = 1 and 
Ilf’llp=SUPh?‘llp:g~=n~Il&< 11. 
Without loss of generality we assume that f (oo) = co. The theorem will be 
proved if we show thatf= T,,. Denote by (xk}~-‘, -1 <x, < ... <x,-~ < 1, 
the distinct real zeros of f’(x) in (-1, 1). Evidently m < n. Set, for 
convenience, o(x) =f ‘(x), x0 = -1, x, = 1. We shall show first that 
f(q) = (--lYk, k = O,..., m. (18) 
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We investigate the change of the quantities 11 f’ + cg;I(p and 11 f + cgkIlc for 
small 8, where 
g/c(x) =(x2 - 1) 4x)/(x - x/J* 
Introduce the function 
U/J&) :=j-;, If’(x) + E&(X)IP dx. 
Clearly 
a;(O) =p r‘l I o(x)l”- * w(x) g;(x) dx. 
-1 
Our first task is to show that 
cJ;(o) > 0, k = O,..., tn. 
(19) 
(20) 
In the case k = 0 we have 
o;(o) =p i’, Iw(x)l”-’ o(x){& - 1) 4x)/’ dx 
‘pjf~~o(x)~p-‘o(x)(o(x)+(x--l)~‘o)~~ 
sp if, Iw(x)lPdx+jf* (x- l>4W(XIP 
~(p-l)j~,lw(x)l~dx+2lw(-l~l~~~. 
Similarly one proves that a;(O) > 0. Now suppose that 0 ( k < m. It is clear 
from (19) that ai < co because the integrand is a continuous function in 
I-1, 11. Then 
a;(o) = fz Z(S), (21) 
w =P J R(6) b(-W-’ w(x)G(x) dx 
and ~(6):=~~,+6,~,-6]u(x,+6,~,-6]u~~~ u[x,-1+6,~,-6], 
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6 > 0. Let us transform the expression Z(6). After an integration by parts we 
get 
v4 =A(@ -P j &)41Q4x)IP-* w(x)13 R(S) 
where 
m-1 
A(@ =P s 1&@l~(X)IP--2 ~(x)l”,j;‘,“~* 
i=O 
It is easily seen that 
lj”, A(6)=0. 
Further, 
(22) 
%@)=A@)-p j,,,, (xz;;~(x+P- l>l~(x>l”-‘~‘(xw 
=A(@-(P- 1) j*(8)~4+41p 
m-1 
=/l(d)-(p- 1) 2 
i=o I 
&(xy /::y;q 
+ cp - 1) I,,,, Idx)lP 11 + (x’ :--k;2 1 dx, 
Now taking into account (21) and (22) we get (20) as a limit case. 
We observe that there exist a number so > 0 and a constant c > 0 such 
that 
Ilf’ + allIp > Ilf’Ilp + CE (23) 
for every E E [0, so]. This follows immediately from the inequality (20) 
and the Taylor expansion with respect to E of the function 
Ii 1 I f’(x) + xxXIP dx N ow let us assume that (18) is not true. Then there 
exists an xk E {x0,..., x,,,} such that ] f(x,J] < 1. Therefore If(x) + sgk(x)J < 1 
for each x from a neighborhood of xk, provided E is sufftciently small. So, in 
order to estimate the norm ]lf+ .sg,I], we have to investigate the function 
f(x) + egk(x) near the points xi, i # k, only. Since gk(xi) = 0 for i # k, it is 
not difficult to verify that 
Ilf+ %llc = llfllc + &4&I (24) 
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with some function B(E) which tends to zero as E --+ 0. Consider the 
polynomial 
w,(x) = [f(x) + %R(X)I/ll f + Qk llc. 
Obviously 1) w, I(= = 1. In addition, it follows from (23) and (24) that 
llw:II, 2 W’II, + C&l/[1 + @&)I 
= Iv-’ lip + E[C - 4&W’ 11,1/P +&@)I 
> Ilf ‘Ilp 
for sufficiently smail positive E. This contradicts the assumption that f is an 
extremal element. Therefore If(xJl = 1 for each k = O,..., m and our claim 
(18) follows from the choice of the points xi ,..., x,,- i as all distinct zeros of 
f’(x) in (-1, 1). Observe that f is a monotone function between two 
successive points xk and xk+ i , k = 0 ,..., m - 1. Therefore fE R,. So, we 
proved that if f is an extremal polynomial, then f must belong to R,. It 
remains to note that the function F(x) = lxlP is strictly increasing and convex 
in [O, co) for 0 (p < co and F(0) = 0. The proof is completed by applying 
Lemma 3. 
It is very likely that 
Ilf Yp < II ml, Ilf IL 
for each f E 7c, 1 <p < co and k E {O,..., n). In any case the conjecture is 
true for k= n, 1 <p< co and for kE {0 ,..., n},p= 00. 
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